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Dora’s father owns a dressmaking shop in the bustling garment district of Toronto in the 1940s. Every day
after school, ten-year-old Dora runs to help her father in the shop. As she works, she dreams of being a
designer herself and dressing the soberly attired mannequins in her own beautiful creations. In Dora’s
imaginings, the mannequins seem to urge her on in her fantasy as Dora’s busy father pays scant attention to
daughter’s activities. One late afternoon after the shop has closed and while her father is working at his desk,
Dora begins dressing up the mannequins. She uses remnants of bright cloth, ribbons and buttons that she
finds lying around the shop floor, adding a bright scarf here and a sequin covered hat there. When her father
suddenly decides they’ve stayed long enough, Dora is forced to leave her gaily dressed mannequins in the
window, with very unexpected results.
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From reader reviews:

Leta Welter:

Nowadays reading books are more than want or need but also become a life style. This reading routine give
you lot of advantages. Advantages you got of course the knowledge the rest of the information inside the
book in which improve your knowledge and information. The data you get based on what kind of guide you
read, if you want have more knowledge just go with education and learning books but if you want feel happy
read one with theme for entertaining like comic or novel. The My Mannequins is kind of reserve which is
giving the reader unpredictable experience.

Harold Martinez:

Playing with family inside a park, coming to see the marine world or hanging out with friends is thing that
usually you might have done when you have spare time, after that why you don't try thing that really
opposite from that. One activity that make you not sense tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster
you already been ride on and with addition associated with. Even you love My Mannequins, you can enjoy
both. It is great combination right, you still wish to miss it? What kind of hang type is it? Oh can happen its
mind hangout guys. What? Still don't buy it, oh come on its known as reading friends.

Marie Velasquez:

This My Mannequins is completely new way for you who has attention to look for some information mainly
because it relief your hunger of information. Getting deeper you upon it getting knowledge more you know
otherwise you who still having little digest in reading this My Mannequins can be the light food in your case
because the information inside this specific book is easy to get through anyone. These books create itself in
the form that is certainly reachable by anyone, yep I mean in the e-book form. People who think that in
reserve form make them feel sleepy even dizzy this e-book is the answer. So you cannot find any in reading a
book especially this one. You can find actually looking for. It should be here for you actually. So , don't miss
it! Just read this e-book kind for your better life and knowledge.

Sheila Kilburn:

As we know that book is important thing to add our understanding for everything. By a guide we can know
everything we wish. A book is a pair of written, printed, illustrated as well as blank sheet. Every year seemed
to be exactly added. This reserve My Mannequins was filled with regards to science. Spend your time to add
your knowledge about your technology competence. Some people has different feel when they reading the
book. If you know how big advantage of a book, you can experience enjoy to read a book. In the modern era
like at this point, many ways to get book that you simply wanted.
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